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JOURNEY OF
 ‘THE ELYSIAN’

““A dream does not become reality through magic; it takes sweat,

determination, and hard work”

The Elysian was a dream that our Convenor had seen, being in his first year he

imagined and drafted the whole idea of Elysian. The journey of Elysian started

with the current Convenor, Aditya Jain, sitting in the office of the current

Editor, Dr. Sumitra Singh and putting this idea in front of her. After

discussing it thoroughly, Sumitra ma’am decided to put forth the idea to the

current Editor-in-chief, Dr. Aditya Tomer, who then gave it a green flag and

finally a team was formed with Aditya Jain (Convenor), Maitheli Hazarika

(The then Literary Editor), Jatin Shivdasani (Secretary PR), Kiratjeet Kaur

(The then Designing head), Asmita Singh (The then media head) and Kashish

Mathur and Sanjana Bhargava as the members. This team worked with the

able guidance of the editor-in-chief, Prof. Dr. Aditya Tomer and our editor, Dr.

Sumitra Singh. After putting in a lot of efforts and working with dedication,

Kashish Mathur was promoted to the position of Co-convenor. 

Running a literary society in a Law school is no cake walk but because of the

vision and the determination, this student initiative became one of the

prestigious societies of Amity Law School, Noida. This society grew just like a

child who is born as an infant, who then learns to take baby steps and in no

time is all grown up. 

The Elysian started off as a group of freshers with an interest in Literature

and a passion, coming together and working on ideas to grow their community.

The small team worked with perseverance and in less than a few months made

its mark in the institution. It hosted several successful events consecutively

and there was absolutely no looking back from there.

Today ‘The Elysian’ is a full-fledged working society with almost 40 students

as its members, it has hosted 15+ successful events and has had the honor of

witnessing some renowned people as its guests. Along with this it has a

separate Hindi literature department ‘Alfaaz’.

After all the hard work and persistence, today we as a society can proudly say

that "The Elysian" is now the official magazine of Amity Law School, Noida.

The Elysian started with the idea of uplifting young minds and their hidden

talents, with the establishment of idiosyncratic points of view for the

development of the legal field in general. It believes in accepting people's

views in different aspects of life, with a tint of literature. It is due to words

that people now express themselves, and don't get mortified for their

uniqueness.  

Our magazine believes that young adulthood is the prime time when people

can either transform and evolve to be beneficial or detrimental to society.

That's why it is our constant credence for showcasing and publishing lucrative

and propitious content.

But we still believe that no accomplishment is a final accomplishment, we still

have a long way to go and we are sure that together as a team we will only and

only move ahead. We are adamant with our vision and dedicated to continue

giving life to our musings by the power of our words.



Once a great man named Thomas Jefferson said, "Determine

never to be idle. No person will have occasion to complain of

the want of time, who never loses any. It is wonderful how

much may be done if we are always doing." It's heart-

warming to see how students of law and other departments

are inclined towards literature and art. When we grow, we

somewhere forget to live what is inside of us, and I believe

that these young and brilliant minds have not. To witness the

amount of hard work our students have put in this magazine

is one of the best feelings I have had as a teacher. Amity

University and Amity Law School are overwhelmed and

proud of our students. I wish them the best of luck, and I

want to assure them that I will be here guiding them

throughout.

PROF.(DR.)ADITYA TOMER
MESSAGE FROM THE TABLE OF EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

It’s like a dream come true. To see all my dear students

working passionately for the magazine. This tabloid was a

very cherished thought which is now a reality. All the hard

work and dedication that everyone has put in this displays

the real talent and hard work of the students. To express to a

person what you feel is already tough but to write and tell

the world is just a very scary thought but Elysian is here for it.

To give all those students a platform who wish to write and

showcase their talent. We are here to help them reach their

own inner voice. This is a long-awaited journey and it will go

on and on enlightening everyone with hope and confidence.

I wish the team the best of luck and lots of affection.

DR. SUMITRA SINGH
MESSAGE FROM EDITOR



ADITYA JAIN
The magazine, ‘THE ELYSIAN’ truly believes in the saying
that everyone has a Shakespeare within them, which they are
either afraid of or unable to show. The magazine strives to
provide a platform to those who have the will to shine but are
unable to do so because of lack of confidence or societal
pressure. Words help one to create a world of his own, where
one can express one's emotions and feelings without any fear.
The Elysian encourages young minds to write their heart out
and express themselves thoroughly. The magazine is not only
inclusive of poetry and articles, but photography as well. It
allows people to showcase their talents, develop their
personality and rise and shine above all odds. Our team
strongly believes that knowledge is a person’s most robust tool,
and one must work hard towards attaining maximum
knowledge. I believe, “It’s our imperfections and knowledge
which makes us unique. There’s no such thing as a failure: you
either win or learn. It’s all about confidence and how you feel
about yourself.” I duly abide by the words of my mentor Dr
Sumitra Singh, “Always remember, you should work with real
efforts and honesty, and there is no parallel of a work done
with honesty and sincerity. Only two things are your best
friends, your knowledge and your patience and endurance.”

KASHISH MATHUR The magazine, ‘THE ELYSIAN’ truly believes that the essence
of knowledge lies in the spirit of creativity, innovation and
experimentation. In this regard, the magazine provides a
platform to all to create and innovate a multitude of literary
genres. It preserves the words and visions of various budding
poets, writers and artists. The magazine aims to inspire young
minds, stuck in their cocoons of self-doubt and hesitation, to
take the risk of transforming, spreading their wings and flying
as high as they can. The magazine not only accepts poetry and
articles but photography, art, and much more allowing all to
showcase their talents to the world and develop a positive and
confident personality. Our team duly abides by the words of
Brad Henry, “Believe in yourself, and the rest will fall into
place. Have faith in your abilities, work hard, and there is
nothing you cannot accomplish.” I believe that there is nothing
in this world that is impossible to achieve. A battle is won when
you put in all efforts to win, and failure is nothing but a lesson
learnt. Only having faith in yourself that you can and will
succeed, takes you all the way closer to your aspiration. The
magazine strives to be a significant milestone in everyone’s
creative journeys, inspiring them to aspire higher.

STUDENT CONVENOR

JOINT  STUDENT CONVENOR



SHIVRANJANI SINHA

AASHNA SAGAR

The Elysian is the best society and magazine to work for as it helps students to get away from all the
academic stress and gives them an escape through their own musings.
In the coming years, I believe The Elysian would be ALSN's best society.”

I am really glad to be a part of The Elysian as I got to know so many people and learned so much about
literature, poetry, art and even photography. The Elysian is like a family working together. The Elysian
gives an opportunity to all the members to organize events and competitions and comes up with new
ideas everytime and this helps everyone become more creative and responsible.

The Elysian believes in highlighting the essence of literature through various interactions and blissful
engagements. It was established to provide all the law students a way to explore a different version of
themselves by taking up different roles. Being an ardent literature enthusiast, I found myself growing
as I got more involved with the society. The poems and the articles, are extremely wonderful, portraying
all the aspects of this generation. It is truly a treat to the sore eyes. 
I believe that you need the right kind of inspiration and company, to realize your potential. The Elysian
has been a constant source of motivation in our lives and given a sense of achievement at every step of
our journey. We wish to cherish this experience throughout the tenure and beyond.

The ex- committee heads of The Elysian that were part of the society till the starting of this academic year, have also

played an extremely pivotal role in the furtherance of the only English literary society of Amity Law School, Noida.

Elysian wouldn’t have been at the current position of success if it wasn’t for their dedication, hard work and passion for

this society. Elysian continues to value their contributions and wishes them all the very best in all their future endeavors. 

Maitheli Hazarika- Literary head

Asmita Singh- Operational head

Sanjana Bhargava- Media head

Kiratjeet Kaur- Designing and creativity head

Akshita Makin- Designing and creativity head 

 

 

TANNISHTHA CHATTERJEE

JATIN SHIVDASANI

Team Elysian believes in the power of literature and all of us have worked very hard to make The
Elysian, the voice of the voiceless.
We aim to make this platform a safe haven for all the artists, irrespective of the field they excel
in, where they can showcase their skills, express their feelings, and make their talent known to
the world.

SECRETARY PR

LITERARY EDITOR

MEDIA HEAD

OPERATIONAL HEAD



People are prettiest when they talk about something they really love with passion

in their eyes. We, at Elysian, inspire young minds to showcase their talent and

instil in them the confidence to go beyond their abilities. We believe literature is

one of the most interesting and significant expressions of humanity. It is the

immortality of speech. It takes a great deal of history to produce a little

literature. Literature is the most agreeable way of ignoring life. Literature speaks

the language of imagination, and the study of literature is supposed to train and

improve the imagination. Our team encourages individuals to not only take part in

literature-specific fields but various other spheres with utmost passion and

enthusiasm. We believe, people with great passion can make the impossible

happen.

Team Elysian truly believes in the saying, “There is a sun within every person, no

man is considered great until he is willing to show the world his talents.”

Walking along these lines, we are a group of zealous students determined to find

hidden talents across the country and providing them with a platform to express

their feelings and emotions.

We believe all of us do not have equal talents. But, all of us have an equal

opportunity to develop our talents. With ordinary talent and extraordinary

perseverance, all things

are attainable.

MESSAGE FROM TEAM ELYSIAN



MAGAZINE
LAUNCH BY
MR. RAHUL RAM
On 29th August, 2020, The Elysian
launched its first edition of magazine. 

The inaugural ceremony was a witness to
several literary luminaries.  It was
augmented by the presence of Mr. Rahul
Ram as the guest of honor. He is an
Indian bass guitarist, social activist and
music composer. He plays bass guitar for
musical band Indian Ocean, which he
joined in 1991.

With his words and best wishes, The
Elysian Magazine was launched. 



The Elysian will soon launch its next edition of the magazine. 

The first copy of this magazine has already been gifted to our beloved Chancellor, Amity
University, UP, Dr. Atul Chauhan, on 7th May 2020, on his birthday which is celebrated as
the 'Day of Belongingness.'

It will soon be launched for our readers and we promise that it will be one of its kind!!

UPCOMING MAGAZINE
29th August, 2021



Competitions

T H E  E L Y S I A N

5th April, 2020

Poetry is when an emotion has found its thought,
and the view has found words. Here, words were
put together in an arrangement of sounds
comparable to ideas that made it decisive and
poesy. Elysian promotes a wide range of talent.
Through this competition, poems in both Hindi
and English were pursued out loud in a different
tone and pace. It was a great experience. All the
individuals were extraordinarily creative, and it
was an overwhelming experience. 

Sometimes, the herculean task of capturing a
moment includes the capturing of the
sentiment. A picture which speaks to you and
enchants you, is truly a delight. The aim was to
show the viewer what you feel. The event drew
in a lot of participants. It was an extremely
engaging experience.

28th April,2020



The competition was an overflow of
literary energy. It received a great
many submissions, all of which were
exemplary. The competition involved
writing couplets based on which
participants were judged.

7 th June, 2020

In this bilingual competition, words were put
together in an arrangement of sounds, which
was then incorporated into poetry. The
poems were recited in varied tones and at
different paces. It was an experience which
brought people together to have a great time.
The talented and creative participants were
the cherry on top.

15th June,2020



The Art competition was held in light
of Halloween and such was reflected in
its categories. The three categories
were namely; spook attack, noir
strokes and art without curbs.

25th October, 2020

It was a competition where writing
enthusiasts vied to be the best plot
writer. Participants were assigned
prompts through which they had to
express their artistry.

9th August,2020

24th August ,2020

The event was a pop culture quiz
wherein the participants could choose
between Brooklyn 99 and F.R.I.E.N.D.S
to flaunt their mastery in either of the
shows. .



It was an interesting poetic endeavor to push
our boundaries and let the creative thoughts
flow. Each participant was allotted an
alphabet, with which they had to write a piece
of poetry. It was a great challenge! It sharpened
our wits. As a whole, it was an experience
which forced us to take a step away from our
comfort zone, and test our limits.

1st February, 2021

The Quest was an exciting quiz organized by
The Elysian for all potter heads. The virtual
quiz saw an overwhelming number of
participants who came together to prove
their knowledge of Harry Potter. The
winners were rewarded with some
wonderful prizes and all participants
received certificates.

16th January, 2021



Inner Broadway was a dialogue
imitation competition of famous
characters from Marvel, DC, Sitcoms,
Web Series and Harry Potter. It was a
fun focused competition to help break
the mundane clutches of the
monotony surrounding us. The
pandemic had beset us all with gloom
and the competition was a way to lift
up our spirits.

25th April, 2021 

It was a debate on the current political
controversy of the farm bills. It was a
bilingual debate discussing the farm
laws and its related provisions and
effects. As responsible citizens, it is our
duty to be politically aware and raise
questions, for only then can a
democracy thrive

31st March, 2021

A Hindi poetry/storytelling
competition, the event was a great hit
where intricate tales of striking
intensity were narrated. 

28th February, 2021



With many poets and writing

enthusiasts, we came up with our

very own poetry club, La Poésie. A

group of emotionally intelligent

members, we discussed various

poems every week along with the

lives of poets. Reaching many

interpretations and conclusions,

every poem touches the real

essence of poetry. With a fun and

emotional environment, we

aspire to achieve the mindset of

a real writer.

The initiative was introduced in 

 light of the onset of Spring

season and the promise of new

beginnings that it brings.

Individuals could have their

messages mailed to their loved

ones, along with specially curated

cards via the official email ID of

Project Spring’21.

INITIATIVES 



With a lot of hope in heart and

an igniting inspiration to

nurture the Hindi literary skills,

we have commenced a

beautiful journey with Alfaaz,

the Hindi Department of the

‘The Elysian.’ The Hindi

language is very old, and has a

direct line of evolution to

Sanskrit. As such it is part of

one of the oldest religious and

literary traditions in the world –

traditions that have influenced

other religions and works of art,

whether we realise it or not. As

such Hindi is incredibly

important in the historic

development of the world’s

cultures, and well worth not

just honouring, but studying.

As we all know that literature

forms a milieu of expression

and thoughts in our lives,

therefore,the objective of this

club is to nurture this aspect of

ourselves. 

In Alfaaz, we explore the nooks

and corners of the language

and give an opportunity to all

the Hindi literature enthusiasts

to showcase their work. Our

motive isto bring together all

the creative minds who are

ready to bring this underrated

language into the limelight.

अ�फ़ाज़ 



Advocate Kiran Bhardwaj spoke on the topic,
'Corruption disguised as law: The woman’s
perspective'. She elaborated the long history of
oppression of women and the continuing
inequality and injustice. She mentioned violence
against women and the solutions to these
problem. All in all, it was a thought-provoking
session. In the 21th century, we cannot continue
this tyranny against mothers, daughters, sisters
and wives.

5th August, 2020

Talk Shows
T H E  E L Y S I A N

Mr Shaurya Arya Kanojia, the author of “End of the
Rope”, a psychological thriller novella, talked to us
about his personal experiences and also the
challenges that are faced by writers in today’s
literary scenario. From how not to lose track of your
writing to how it’s natural for a piece of you to be
reflected in your writing, even if your previous
readings influence it, he covered it all. He also gave
his professional advice on publishing via a
publishing house or doing it all by yourself. This
webinar was a very enriching and fun experience
for all the budding writers, and inspired all of us to
write more. 

1st August, 2020



.

Dr Shalabh Kumar, a maxillofacial surgeon, gave
us his understanding of the current pandemic, a
few simple yet implementable tips on how to
make the lockdown period more bearable, while
also telling us all the changes we should expect in
the upcoming months and even years. From the
simplest things like having a routine to spending
some time to introspect; Dr Kumar talked about
the importance of indulging in positive habits
and working on one’s self. This wasn’t like all
other webinars, with complicated stats and
ambiguous medical terms. Instead, it was an eye-
opener, leaving all of us wanting for more!

8th August, 2020

11th August, 2020
Dr Urvashi explained how literature is
stagnating in today's world due to such an
education system that is more inclined
towards creating work robots rather than
fulfilled and happy human beings. But instead
of discussing such flaws and beating around
the bush, Dr Urvashi discussed corrective
measures to curb not only this one issue but a
lot of other problems that need to be
addressed at the earliest in the society which
was the best part of the webinar. This
wonderful webinar was one of the most
interactive ones we have ever had.
 



The pandemic and quarantine have brought
down our spirits and the state of our mental
health is constantly deteriorating. In light of
this, Dr Gargoi Vishnoi spoke on the stability
of mental health during lockdown. Dr Vishnoi
gave an in-depth view of the human-psychic
and attached mental struggles, brought to
the fore-front by the pandemic. She
concluded the discussion with effective ways
to maintain mental health.

17th August, 2020

Dr Sharma spoke on the topic, 'How to
Overcome Pubescent Pressure'. Most teens
have experienced this. Today, people are
defined by materialistic assets, not their
personality. However, it is imperative to stop
and wonder, 'If what I have is who I am, then
who am I if what I have is lost?' Dr Atul spoke
on overcoming these feelings and not losing
the inner-self to materialistic things which
have no real meaning.

14th August, 2020



.

It was an enlightening conversation where Adv.
Budholia emphasized on the relevance of
competition law in emerging economies. Well-
grounded advantages of studying competition
law were also tabled by him, making it a
prolific discussion.

29th August, 2020

Nutritionist Dr. Shweta Gupta reflected on
the two extremes of dietary complications,
obesity and malnutrition. An elaborate
discussion on body image issues and the
resultant lifestyle disorders proved to be
highly edifying. 

23rd August, 2020

20th August, 2020
,The Elysian hosted a talk with Mr. Sumit Pande,
where the topic "Misinformation and
disinformation during a pandemic" was
thoroughly discussed. Mr. Sumit Pande, talked
about how misinformation and disinformation
can be very tricky to recognize amidst the
ongoing pandemic and things that we, as the
audience can do to tackle it. The discussion was
definitely an eye-opener and very helpful for
everyone in attendance since no one is spared
from this pandemic.



 DR. RAVINDRA PATHAK 
 "EVOLUTION OF HINDI THROUGH THE AGES"

The conversation with Dr. Ravindra Pathak was on
the topic “EVOLUTION OF HINDI THROUGH THE
AGES”. Here, he spoke of how the use of Hindi
language has changed over time and how important
it has been from the very beginning. The importance
of the language was well explained by him. He
covered all the necessary details and made the
experience extremely enriching for all of us. 

21st February, 2021 

For the inauguration of the Hindi department of
The Elysian, we invited Advocate Aashish Sharma
to speak on the topic “Importance of Legal Hindi
and Experience of Mediation in Legal Sector”. He
enlightened us with his expertise in the field of
Mediation and Arbitration. He emphasized why
should the Hindi language be promoted in all the
sectors. The inauguration of the Hindi department
commenced with an amazing session with Adv.
Aashish Sharma. 

18th February, 2021 

ADV. AASHISH SHARMA 
 "IMPORTANCE OF LEGAL HINDI AND HIS

EXPERIENCE IN MEDIATION IN LEGAL SECTOR" 



Other Eevents 
T H E  E L Y S I A N

The event was a campaign for thought
revolution, initiated by the crème de la
crème of the Law society. It was in
remembrance of our first Vice President
and second President Dr Sarvapalli
Radhakrishan, who was an acme of
academia and statesmanship. The
various speakers led an invigorating
discussion which was informative and
enlightening for the audience.

5th September, 2020

The pandemic has introduced us to a
new way of life. Life blooms from
misery, and such was seen in our virtual
Independence Day celebration when
although each one was distanced,
united hearts rejoiced. The event was a
melody of spell binding performances
by students and exalting words from
the faculty. The event was a much-
required respite from the monotony of
lockdown and melancholy of the
pandemic. 

15th August, 2020



The workshop was conducted in 3
stages each pertaining to different
techniques associated with Mandala
Art. The participants made the
workshop a success with their agog
interest.

27th September, 2020

The Elysian had started its very own
photography series with Vijit Singh
named Shutter Up. He discussed several
aspects of photography using simple
techniques. The series contained two
episodes, which were an assemblage of
creativity and solutions to various issues
faced by all the photography enthusiasts.
The project received over 1000 views and
was appreciated by all. It inspired many
other people to take up photography.
Our photography series is available on our
Instagram and YouTube channel,
@theelysianmag and The Elysian, ALSN
respectively.
 



The Elysian organized an open mic
session on the occasion of National
Youth Day, where its members recited
a few self-written poems, portraying
the ideologies of the youth now a days.
There was a thorough interpretation of
the respective poems and individual
perspectives of the poets were asked.
The discussion enlightened us with
the nooks and corners of the ideals of
the current generation. The 158th birth
anniversary of Swami Vivekananda
was marked by paving ways for all the
principles he wanted the youth to
follow.

12th January, 2021

On the occasion of National Youth Day,
158th birth anniversary of Swami
Vivekananda, a special open mic session
was organized. Students portrayed the
thoughts, views, opinions, ideals, dreams,
aspirations and hopes of the youth of the
country. This is exceedingly important in
a nation where the average age is 26
years.

12th January,2021



On the occasion of International
Women’s Day, Hasleen Kaur, an
actress and model, deliberated on
‘Celebrating the Strength and Success
of Women’ It was a session where the
current status of women, how far the
world has come in terms of attaining
equality and the way forward was
discussed. The speaker emphasised
that women’s rights are human rights.
The various campaigns against gender
inequality such as #HeForShe, SDG
Goal #5, the Autocomplete Truth, We
are
#GenerationEquality,#StopTheRobber
y were also mentioned.

7 th March, 2021

Every Saturday  

OPEN MIC 

SESSIONS ON INSTAGRAM

An initiative to encourage people to
come and allow their creativity to
flow, The Elysian launched weekly
Open Mic sessions. Music, poetry and
literature are all welcome. In the
monotony of the pandemic, these
open mic sessions are like a breath of
fresh air. 





THE BEACON

T H E  F I R S T  N E W S L E T T E R  F O R  T H E  E L Y S I A N

MARCH'21  EDITION

The Elysian has introduced its first ever

edition of newsletter, THE BEACON. Its

first edition was released in the month

of March. The theme was “mental

health and well-being”. Starting from

poems and short stories, it covered the

unconventional sides of literature. The

whole look of the newsletter was

created to bring smile on all of our

faces amidst the crisis of the pandemic.

The entire newsletter contains self-

written pieces from students and other

scholars. It proved to be a medium, to

not only promote the budding writers

but also to express empathy for all the

problems people face. It was made sure

that the best of the content was

brought to our audience to provide a

sense of comfort. It contained realistic

material that everyone could instantly

connect to. It received praises from

everyone. The objective of the monthly

newsletter is to explore the potential of

all the literature enthusiasts. It is an

assemblage of all the best work and

loads of creativity, from students all

over. 



Elysian started off as a
group of freshers with an
interest in Literature and
a passion, coming together
and working on ideas to
grow their community.
The small team worked
with perseverance and in
less than a few months
made its mark in the
institution. It hosted
several successful events
consecutively and there
was absolutely no looking
back from there.
The Elysian has been
recognized by various law
reports and newspapers.
Being one the major
contributors of fresh
content amongst clubs and
committees of various
universities, our activities
are bound to catch your
eye. As Aristotle once said,
"We are what we
repeatedly do. Excellence
then, is not an act, but a
habit."

RECOGNITION

THE ELYSIAN

Free Press- Bhopal

The pioneer

bar & bench

DOPHAR METRO

DAINIK JAGRAN- UTTAR PRADESH



The members of 'Elysian' have always envisioned great success. 
We began as a group of students and grew together to reach
where we are today.

But this is not our conquest. We still have miles to go before we
can rest. 
While we celebrate our victories, our minds always think of the
future.

We now aim to expand our community, to involve more students
in our team. The more the merrier. 

Our aim is to host more workshops and events that can help a
variety of students in many ways. 
We aim to indulge our efforts in hosting a variety of events for
students with different interests. 

Along with this, we aim to take our magazine on international
platforms and build our connections. It is always a good idea to
sit and discuss with like-minded people. We aim to have
International level conferences and events so that we give a
chance to the students to meet people from around the globe
and take valuable lessons from them. 

Hardwork and persistence is our motto. We believe that if we
are determined and work as a team, huge things can be
accomplished in the near future, because our mind is the limit.

As long as our mind can envision the fact that we can do
something, we can do it, as long as we really believe 100
percent!

" I F  Y O U  D O N ’ T  K N O W  W H E R E  Y O U  A R E  G O I N G ,  Y O U  W I L L

P R O B A B L Y  E N D  U P  S O M E W H E R E  E L S E . "  

L A W R E N C E  J .  P E T E R

Future goals of 

The Elysian
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